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This paper presents a simple construction of a stationary version of a regenerative process with finite 
mean inter-regeneration times. The construction is useful for coupling and simulation purposes and 
extends immediately to regeneration of the type occurring in Harris chains. 
Introduction 
The main purpose of this paper is to present a fairly simple construction of a 
stationary version (Z*, S*).of (Z, S) where Z = (ZF)Ossim is a regenerative process 
and S = (S,,): are the regeneration times. 
This is done in the first three sections: after establishing notation in Section 1, 
we informally motivate the construction in Section 2 and carry it out in Section 3. 
In the remaining six sections we first take a closer look at (Z*, S*) in Sections 4 
and 5, then extend the view to regeneration in the sense occurring in Harris recurrent 
Markov chains in Sections 6 and 7, look at periodic stationarity and discrete time 
in Section 8 and finally consider a technical issue (path-measurability) in an 
appendix. 
Apart from the immediate mathematical one, there are at least two reasons for 
carrying out this construction. 
Firstly, we need (Z*, S*) in the coupling proof of the basic limit theorem for 
regenerative processes, see Thorisson (1983). Although the existence of (Z*, S*) is 
considered more or less well-known it is hard to find a nice proof in the literature. 
Even such excellent books as Asmussen (1987) content themselves with presenting 
a candidate for Z*-namely the limit process in the basic limit theorem, a process 
satisfying the formula in Theorem 2(a) below-without establishing that it is a 
regenerative process. In Miller (1972) a construction different from the present one 
can be found; see Remark 3. The present approach is more in line with Palm theory, 
see, e.g., Rolski (1981) and Baccelli and Bremaud (1987). This connection is further 
studied in Thorisson (1992). 
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Secondly, Z* can be used motivated by the limit theorem as a model for (queuing 
and inventory) systems that have been in operation for a long time. In order to 
study such systems by simulation it is useful to have a constructive proof of the 
existence of (.Z*, S”). In Asmussen, Glynn and Thorisson (to appear) the present 
construction leads to a partial solution of the so-called initial transient problem, the 
problem of generating (Z*, S”) when it is known how to generate (Z”, So), the 
zero-delayed version of (Z, S); see Remarks 2 and 4. 
1. Regeneration 
Let (Q, 9, P) be the underlying probability space supporting all random elements 
discussed in this paper. This means that whenever we claim the existence of a 
random element Y we only need to show that (Q.9, P) can be extended to support 
Y. If this can be established then we assume that (0, 9, P) already at this point 
supports Y. 
Let Z=(Z) _. r O<r<w be a path-measurable stochastic process with a general state 
space (E, E). For the technical details of path-measurability see the Appendix. Here 
we only point out that it is needed to carry out random shifts and that it covers the 
standard case when (E, %) is Polish and the paths are D-valued. 
Let S = (S,): be a strictly increasing sequence of nonnegative finite random times 
such that S, + a3 as n + a~. Let A be a state external to E and S_, = --co. For t and 
s E [O, a) put 
N, = inf{n 3 0: S, > 1) (thus SN,_, c t < S,), 
N,- = inf{n 2 0: S, 2 t} (while SN,_-, < t c S,?-), 
A,Z, = Z, or A act. as s < t or s 2 t (t = ‘death-time’, A = ‘cemetery’), 
and define (with a A b the minimum of a and b) 
O,(Z, S) = ((Z,+\)o~.mc, (SN,_+,, - t):) ((Z, S) from time t onward), 
k,(Z, S) = ((A,Zs)o,.<<,, (S .,,(N,-,))~Eo) ((Z, S) killed at time t). 
The random times S,, split Z into a delay 
k,“(Z, S), 
and a sequence of cycles 
C, = &,&,,-,(Z, S), n 2 1, 
here X,, are the cycle lengths 
x,=s,-s,_l, nz1. 
Define the zero-delayed (Z, S) by 
(Z”, So) = 0,,(Z, S) (thus Si= 0, S(j = X? while X”, = X, and C”, = C,). 
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We shall assume in the first five sections that (2, S) is regenerative in the traditional 
sense (let 2 denote identity in distribution): 
Definition 1. (2, S) is regenerative if for all n 3 0, 
0,(Z, S) 2 (ZO, So) (cycle-stationarity) 
and 
OS,, (2, S) is independent of ks,, (2, S) (full regeneration). 
This is equivalent to the cycles being i.i.d. and independent of the delay. In particular, 
it implies that the cycle lengths (or inter-regeneration times) X,, n 2 1, are i.i.d. and 
independent of the delay length S,, i.e., that S is a renewal process. We shall regard 
Sy as a ‘typical cycle length’ and assume throughout the paper that 
m = E[Sy] Coo. 
Call (Z*, S”) a version of (2, S) if (Z*, S*) is also regenerative and 
Bs;(Z*, S”) g (Z”, So) (thus (Z”, So) is a version of (Z, S)). 
Call (Z*, S*) stationary if for all t 3 0, 
8,(Z”, s*) 2 (z*, s*). 
2. Guessing the properties of (Z*, S*) 
This section informally motivates the construction of (Z”, S”) to be carried out in 
the next 
Let us 
Then 
In order 
section. 
bend our minds and imagine we could pick a point 5 at random in (0,~). 
(Z*, S*) = Bc(Zo, S”) should be a stationary version of (Z, S). 
to study this imagined (Z*, S*) put 
T = the final Sz such that S”, < 5, 
(Z’, S’) = 8,(Z”, S”) (which implies Sh = 0), 
U=% (th e relative position of 5 in (7, r+ Si]), 
I 
and note that (T, r+Sl,] is the So interval picked by 5, that 5-7 = USi and that 
(Z*, S*) thus has the following structure: 
(z*, ‘*) = 8,,i(z’, “). (I) 
In the next section we are going to define (Z*, S”) by (1) so let us consider the 
desired properties of these building blocks-(Z’, S’) and U-of (Z*, S”). 
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Firstly, 5 should lie at random in the picked interval and its relative position in 
the interval should not affect the process starting from the left end point: 
Property 1. U is uniformly distributed on (0, l] and independent of (Z’, S’). 
Secondly, the picking of (7,~ + S{] is length biased and thus S{ will not have the 
typical cycle length distribution. In particular this means that (Z’, S’) will not be a 
version of (Z, S). However, if we regard the first cycle of (Z’, S’) as a delay, we 
should get a version of (Z, S): 
Property 2. 
Property 3. P(S; E dx) = (x/m)P(S’f~ dx). 
Finally, if the length of the picked interval is given, the process starting from its 
left end point r should behave as a zero-delayed process with a given first cycle length: 
Property 4. The conditional distribution of (Z’, S’) given S: = x is the same as that 
of (Z”, So) given S(: = x (for P(SyE .) almost all x). 
Remark 1. The following is a useful reformulation of Properties 3 and 4: 
E[f(Z’, S’)] =$(ZO, so)s:], j-E Ju+, (2) 
where JU+ is the class of nonnegative real-valued measurable functions defined on 
the path and sequence space (cf. Appendix). 
3. Construction of (Z”, S*) 
We have now guessed the properties of (Z*, S*) so let us forget ,$ and turn to formal 
mathematics: show that the building blocks U and (Z’, S’) satisfying Properties 1 
through 4 exist and that (1) yields a stationary version of (Z, S). 
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Theorem 1. Let (2, S) be regenerative and m <a. Then 
(a) there exist U and (Z’, S) satisfying Properties 1, 3 and 4; 
(b) Property 4 implies Property 2; 
(c) (Z*, S”) dejined by (1) is stationary; 
(d) (Z*, S”) is a version of (Z, S). 
Proof. (a) We are going to extend (0, 9, P) without changing its name so let us 
rename it at this point (before we extend it) and call it (R, 9, P). Also give (2, S) 
and (Z”, So) new names: (2, S) and (Z’, 3’). 
Define a new probability measure P’ on (8, 9) by defining its density w.r.t. P 
to be 
dP.’ $ 
-I=- 
dP m’ 
(3) 
Let h denote Lebesgue measure on (0, I] and ?B~O,ll the Bore1 subsets of (0, I]. We 
are now ready for the extension. Define 
(Q % P) = (4 & P)O(B, $ w3((0,11, 9ql,,], A) 
and define (2, S), (Z”, So), (Z’, S’) and U on (0,9, P) as follows: for 6 E A, $‘E fi 
and u E (0, 11 put 
(Z, S)(C, G’, u) = (2, i)(G), 
(Z”, SO)(i, 6’, U) = (5, S”)(G), (4) 
(Z’, S’)(&, G’, U) = (Z?, SO)@?), (5) 
U( 4, G’, U) = U. 
Then we can regard (2, S) and (Z”, So) as the original (2, S) and (Z’, So) defined 
on an extended probability space. Further, it is clear that (Z’, S’) and U satisfy 
Property 1. Finally, for f E Al’ we have 
f(Z’, S’) dP= f(z’, 3”) dP’ ((5) and P=fiOfi’@h) 
=i f(.?, S”)$dP (due to (3)) 
=i 
I 
f(Z’, S’)SydP ((4) and P=fi@@‘@A), 
II 
i.e., (2) holds and thus Property 3 and 4. 
(b) Clearly 
(0,,+,(Z’, S’), ks;,+,(Z’, S’), Si) is the same mapping of (Z’, S’) 
as (Bs:;+,(ZO, SO), ks!;+,(Z”, So), S:) is of (Z”, SO). 
Since Z is path-measurable, this mapping is measurable and thus we obtain from 
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Property 4 the following identity of conditional distributions: 
[ f3,,+,(2’, S’), ks;,+,(Z’, S’) I sl, = .I E [~sp,+p”, SO), ksp,+,(ZO, SO) I s: = * I. 
Since S; is determined by ks;2+l(Z’, S’) in the same measurable way as Sy by 
kp+,(Z’, So) this implies 
[e,;,+,(Z’, S’) I ks;,+,V’, S’) =. 1 Ji? Ws:+,(Z”, SoI k,:JZ”, SoI =. I. 
Since Bs;+,(Zo, So) is independent of ks:+,(Zo, So) this implies that 
O,,+l(Z’, S’) is independent of ks6+1(Z’, S’) 
(6) 
and 
@.s,+,(Z’, S’) 2 ~sg+,(ZO, SO). 
Since O,p,+, (Z”, S”) g (Z’, So) this completes the proof of (b). 
(c) For all bounded f~ A!+ we have 
w-(MZ”, s*))I 
= ELf(4+“s; (Z’, S’>)l (due to (1)) 
1+s; 
f( O,(Z’, S’)) ds 1 (Property 1) 
1 
=- E [I 
rtsy 
f( UZ”, So)) ds 1 (Property 3 and 4, see Remark 1) m , 
s:’ 
f(&(Z”, So)) ds I 1 
Its’: 
+E f(&(Z”, So)) ds (f is bounded) s: I) 
S:’ 
’ f( ~.~Os~(Zo, So)) ds 
f 0 
:’ f(‘&(Z”, So)) ds] (Q(Z”, SO) 2 (Z”, SO)). 
Since the final term does not depend on d this implies that (Z*, S*> is stationary. 
(d) Clearly Sz = SL,, - US; and thus 
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and 
ks,(Z*, S”) = ks;,+,-us;eus;(Z’, S ) = e,s;ks;,+l(Z’, S’). 
Thus, by Property 2, &;(Z*, S*) g (Z”, So) and, by Property 1 and 2, BsT,(Z*, S*) 
in independent of k,,(Z*, S”). 0 
Remark 2. Suppose $’ is bounded with probability one by a finite constant c, say. 
Then we can use Properties 3 and 4 and the acceptance/rejection method to solve 
the initial transient problem as follows. Recursively, for n 3 1, generate (Z”, S”) 
with the same distribution as (Z”, So) and U” uniformly distributed on [0, l] and 
independent of (Z”, S”). Continue until N =inf{n: U” s Sr/c}. Then (Z”, SN) 2 
(Z’, S’) and thus if we generate U uniformly distributed on (0, l] and independent 
of (ZN, SN) we obtain f3vs:(ZN, SN) 2 (Z*, S”). 
4. Further properties of (Z*, S*) 
Define a distribution G” on [0, 00) by 
G*(y) =;E[y A $]=; I 
r 
P(S’f> s) ds, y 2 0. 
0 
It is well-known from renewal theory that G” is the distribution of the stationary 
age (US; in our case) and also of the stationary remaining life ((1 - U)S{ in our 
case). Thus we should expect the (b)-part of the following theorem to hold. Further, 
in the light of Section 2 the (c)- through (f)-parts should be no surprise. Finally, 
the (a)-part is usually referred to by saying something like: ‘stationary characteristics’ 
are ‘characteristics over a cycle’ divided by the mean cycle length. 
Theorem 2. Let (Z*, S*) be as in Theorem 1. Then 
(a) for f E .A+ it holds that 
E[f(Z*, s*)] =fE f(&(Z”, So)) ds ; 1 
(b) USi and (1 - U)S; are both distributed according to G*; 
(c) the conditional distribution of (Z’, S’) given US{ = s is the same as that of 
(ZO, So) given S:> s; 
(d) the conditional distribution of (Z’, S’) given (1 - U)Si = s is the same as that 
of (Z”, So) given Sy > s; 
(e) the conditional distribution of (Z*, S*) given USi = s is the same as that of 
t3? ( Z”, So) given ST > s; 
(f) the conditional distribution of (Z*, S*) given (1 - U)S{ = s is the same as that 
of es:- ( ( Z”, So) given Sy > s. 
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Proof. (a) For f bounded this has already been established in the proof of Theorem 
1 (c) and applying monotone convergence removes the boundedness restriction. 
(b) Note that (1 - U) is, like U, uniformly distributed on [0, l] and independent 
of S; . Thus US: and (1 - U)S: are identically distributed and the common distribu- 
tion is G* since, for y 2 0, 
P(us:~y)=P( u&g 
= E 9 
[ 1 (Property 1) 1 
= i E[ y A $1 (Property 3 and 4, see Remark 1). 
(c) We shall prove the following reformulation of(c): for all nonnegative measur- 
able real functions h and all f~ Ju+ it holds that 
E[h( uS:)gf( ~%)I = NW WUIZ’, WI, (7) 
where gf is defined by 
gf(s) = E[f(Z’, So) 1 S:> s], s 2 0. 
That (7) holds can be seen as follows: 
E[h( US;)gr( ~$11 
I 
OD 
= h(s)E[f(Z’, S”)j$> s]iP(S:> s) ds ((b) and (8)) 
0 
(8) 
=iE[flZ’, So) 1: h(s)lir:,lids] (rearranging) 
=E[~l(Zr,Sf)l:‘h(~)~~~i,.~~d~] (Property3and4,seeRemarkl) 
=E[f(Z’,S’) I,:h(&)L,~du] (variable substitution: u = s/S;) 
= E[h( US;)f(Z’, S’)] (Property 1). 
(d) This follows from (c) since ((Z’, S’), US;) and ((Z’, S’), (I- U)S:) have the 
same distribution due to Property 1. 
(e) The conditional distribution of (Z*, S”) given US: = s is the same as that of 
0,( Z’, S’) given US; = s which due to (c) is the same as that of 0, (Z”, So) given S:‘> s. 
(f) The conditional distribution of (Z*, S*) given (1 - U)S; = s is the same as 
that of 0,;_,(2’, S’) given (1- U)S; = s which due to (d) is the same as that of 
I~~~_,(Z~, So) given Sy> s. 0 
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Corollary. The conditional distribution of S{ given US: = s is the same as that of Sy 
given Sy> s. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2(c). 0 
Remark 3. Miller (1972) constructs a stationary version along the following lines. 
Let the stationary age A have the distribution G*. Conditionally on A = a let the 
stationary cycle length X have the same distribution as Sy given Sy> a. Conditionally 
on A = a and X =x let the stationary cycle C have the same distribution as C:’ 
given ST = x. Build a version of (2, S) by defining the delay to be &,C and letting 
the cycles be i.i.d., independent of the delay and distributed as Cy. It is clear from 
Theorem 2(b), the corollary and Property 1 and 4 that this construction yields a 
version with the same distribution as that of our (Z*, S*). 
Remark 4. The initial transient problem can be reduced to that of generating a 
random variable A with distribution G”. Suppose we can generate A. Recursively, 
for n 2 1, generate (Z”, S”) with the same distribution as (Z”, So). Continue until 
N = inf{n: S;ls A}. Then by acceptance/rejection and Theorem 2(b) and (e) we 
have 0,(Z”, SN) z (Z*, S*). 
5. Existence and uniqueness 
Theorem 3. Let (Z, S) be regenerative. Then 
(a) a stationary version of (Z, S) exists if and only if m < CO; 
(b) the stationary version is distributionally unique in the sense that any stationary 
version has the same distribution as (Z*, S*) in Theorem 1. 
Remark 5. Note that the ‘only if’ is relative to S. There might exist another sequence 
of regeneration times R such that (Z, R) has a stationary version even if (Z, S) does 
not. Here is an example. Let (Z, R) be regenerative with finite mean cycle lengths; 
thus there exists a stationary version of (Z, R). Let (A4,); be an integer valued 
renewal process with infinite mean recurrence times and independent of (Z, R). 
Define S by S, = R,,,,,. Then (Z, S) is regenerative with infinite mean cycle lengths 
and no stationary version of (Z, S) exists. 
Proof of Theorem 3. If m <co then Theorem 1 provides the existence so it only 
remains to assume that there exists a stationary version and prove that this implies 
m < 00 and uniqueness. For convenience let (Z, S) simply be this stationary version. 
With Y independent of (Z, S) and distributed as Sy we have (with at = 0 A a) 
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which yields the second equality in 
P(~‘~)=E[N,I-E[~~~~,,-~~] (N=~l~+,~ and ELN,l<c) 
= E[NI -E[N,,-,,+I 
=E[N,]t-E[N,]E[(t- Y)‘] (stationarity) 
=E[N,]E[tr, Y] (t-(t-Y)+=tr\ Y). 
Sending t+ CO yields 1 = mE[N,] and thus m <CO. 
Also this yields E[N,] = l/m and thus the above calculation proves that S, has 
the distribution G”. Further, m <CO provides the existence of (Z*, S”) and noting 
that S,* = (1 - U)S; yields, by Theorem 2(b), that S,* also has the distribution G”. 
Thus So and S,* have the same distribution and since (Z*, S*) is a version of (Z, S) 
we obtain 
(%(Z, S), S,) z (0,&Z*, S*), S,*), (9) 
which together with the observation that 0,( 2, S) = 0~,_,,,,++,(Z, S) on {S, s t} yields 
P(e,(z,s)E ., s,~t)=P(e,(z*,s*)~ .,s,*~t). 
This provides the equality in 
IW,(Z, S)E +W+(Z*, S*)E .)I 
=Ip(e,(Z, S)E ., s,> t) -p(e,(z*, s*) E ., sg> t)l 
<P(S,> t)+O as t-+a. 
By stationarity the first term does not depend on t and thus must be identically 0. 
Taking t = 0 yields P((Z, S) E . ) = P((Z*, S”) E . ) and the proof is complete. 0 
Remark 6. Formula (9) means that So and S,* are distributional coupling epochs for 
(Z, S) and (Z*, S”), see Thorisson (1983). 
6. Wide sense regeneration 
The above concept of a regenerative process goes back to Smith (1955) and the 
same is actually true of the following one which was introduced by Asmussen (1987) 
and Thorisson (1983) but is essentially the same as Smith’s ‘equilibrium process’. 
Definition 2. Call (Z, S) wide sense regenerative if for all n a 0, 
and 
f3,(Z, S) E (Z”, So) (cycle-stationarity) 
e,,(Z, S) is independent of (So, . . . , S,) (minimal regeneration). 
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This concept covers the regeneration occurring in Harris chains and in continuous 
time Markov processes with a regeneration set (see Example in the next section). 
A related concept is that of a ‘renovating event’; see the forthcoming book of 
Borovkov and Foss. Note that if (V, S) is traditional sense regenerative and 2 = 
(O,(v, S))“G.<rn, then (2, S) is regenerative in the wide sense but certainly not in 
the traditional one. The definition still implies that S is a renewal process. 
Call (Z*, S*) a wide Sense version of (Z, S) if (Z*, S*) and (Z, S) are both wide 
sense regenerative and 
e,;(z*, S”) 2 (Z”, SO). 
The informal discussion in Section 2 works equally well if we interpret ‘regenerative’ 
and ‘version’ in the above wide sense, provided we replace Property 2 by: 
Property 2 (wide sense version). For all n 2 0, 
0,,+,(Z’, S’) 2 (Z”, SO) 
and 
f3s;+I(Z’, S’) is independent of (Sg, . , . , Sk,,). 
Theorem 4. Theorems 1, 2 and 3 hold with the wide sense interpretation of ‘regenera- 
tive’, ‘version’ and ‘Property 2’. 
Proof. The only modifications needed to the earlier proofs are the following. In the 
proof of Theorem I(b) replace 
&+j(Z’, S’) by (S;, . . . , Sk+,) 
and 
k,:+,(ZO, So) by (S:, . . . , S:+,). 
In the proof of Theorem l(d) replace 
the second display by (S,*, . . , SX) = (S{ - US:, . . . , SL,, - US;) 
and 
k,,(Z*, S”) by (St, . . . , Sf). 0 
7. Regeneration with respect to w 
Here is yet another regeneration concept (cf. also Thorisson, 1988; and Smith’s 
‘loose regeneration’). Let BF = SN, -s be the remaining life, let w be a measurable 
mapping from the killed path and sequence space (cf. Appendix) into some measur- 
able space and put 
w= ( Wr)OGs<m where IV, = w(k,\O,(Z, S)). 
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Definition 3. Call (Z, S) regenerative with respect to w if for all n 2 0, 
0,(Z, S) 2 (Z”, So) (cycle-stationarity) 
and 
0,,,(Z, S) is independent of ks,,( W, S) (partial regeneration). 
Once more this implies that S is a renewal process. Moreover, ( W, S) is regenerative 
in the traditional sense. Observe that 
that 
(Z, S) traditional sense regenerative 
=+ (2, S) regenerative with respect to w 
=+ (Z, S) wide sense regenerative, 
(Z, S) regenerative with respect to the identity mapping 
G (2, S) regenerative in the traditional sense 
and that 
(Z, S) regenerative with respect to the constant mapping 
a (Z, S) wide sense regenerative. 
Call (Z*, S*) a version of (Z, S) with respect to w if (Z*, S*) and (Z, S) are both 
regenerative with respect to w and 
0,&z*, S”) E (Z”, SO). 
The informal discussion in Section 2 works once more if we interpret ‘regenerative’ 
and ‘version’ in the above ‘with respect to w’ sense, provided we replace Property 
2 by: 
Property 2 (‘with respect to w’ version). For all n 3 0, 
Os;,+,(z’, S’) E (Z”, SO) 
and 
Os;,+,(Z’, S’) is independent of ks;,+,( W’, S’). 
Theorem 5. Theorems 1, 2 and 3 hold with the above ‘with respect to w’ interpretation 
of ‘regenerative’, ‘version’ and ‘Property 2’. 
Proof. The only modifications needed to the earlier proofs are in the proofs of 
Theorem l(b) and (d) where Z’, Z”, Z” should be replaced by W’, w”, W” in the 
appropriate places. 0 
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Example. Consider the following continuous time analogue of Harris chains (see 
Nummelin, 1978; Athreya and Ney, 1978; and Asmussen, 1987). Let 2 be a strong 
Markov process with a regeneration set R E %. This means that the hitting time of 
R is measurable and finite with probability one for all initial distributions and that 
there is a time r > 0, a probability p E (0, I] and a probability measure cp on (E, %) 
such that 
P(Z,.E .]Z,=x)>p(p, XE R. 
Let T, be the first t 2 0 such that Z, G R and, recursively for k 3 0, let Tk+, be the 
first t 2 Tk + r such that Z, E R. Then (Z,,, ZTO+r, ZT,, Z,,,,, . . .) is a Markov chain 
on (E, 8) with alternating transition probabilities 
P(Z,+, E .)Z, =x)=P(ZrE .]Zo=x) 
and 
p(zT,+, E .]z,,+,=X)=P(ZT”E .]Zo=x). 
Extend the underlying probability space to support i.i.d. O-l-variables IO, I,, , . . 
such that Z and (IO, I,, . . .) are conditionally independent given 
(z,O, z,+,, zT,, zTl+,, . . . 1 and such that (ZT,, (&,Z-r,+,),ZT,, (11, ZT,+,),...) is a 
Markov chain with alternating state spaces (E, g) and ({0, l}, %‘3,,,,,)@(E, 25) and 
alternating transition probabilities 
WI, = l,ZT,+r E 'izTk=x)=p(P, 
p(lk =",zT,+, E.IZTk =x)=P(zrE~(zo=x)-pcp 
and 
p(zT,+, E.)Ik=i,Zrktr= x)=P(Zr,E ‘]Zo=x). 
Let K, be the (n + 1)th k such that Ik = 1 and put S, = TK,, + r. Then Z,$, has the 
distribution cp and is independent of Z.Yr,_,. By the strong Markov property e,(Z, S) 
is conditionally independent of k,,,_,(Z, S) given Z,,,_, and thus is independent of 
(k+,(Z, S), Z+,). Moreover, the distribution of e,,(Z, S) does not depend on n. 
In particular, this implies that (Z, S) is regenerative with respect to w where w is 
such that 
w(kR,ec(Z, S)) = Z, or A according as B,?zr or <r. 
8. Periodic stationarity and discrete time 
In this section we treat the special case when the cycle points Stake values in a lattice 
Ld ={O, d, 2d,. . .}, d>O. 
Clearly S* is not Ld valued and thus if we restrict attention to versions with L,, 
valued cycle points (which is of importance, e.g., for coupling purposes) we are 
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forced to replace stationarity by the following concept: (24 Sd) is periodically 
stationary with period d if for all integers k 2 0, 
t&,(Zd, Sd) g (Z”, Sd). 
The following theorem can either be obtained in a straightforward way from the 
previous ones or by repeating the proofs from the earlier sections with the appropriate 
periodicity modifications. The latter approach would actually allow us to remove, 
in this section, the condition that Z is path-measurable since the random shifts will 
always be done with discrete random times. 
Theorem 6. Let (Z, S) be regenerative (or wide sense regenerative, or regenerative 
with respect to w) with m < ~0 and S taking values in Ld. Let U, (Z’, S’) and (Z*, S*) 
be as in Theorem 1 (or Theorem 4, or 7heorem 5). Define 
V=S,*-[S;],, where [ t]d = sup{ s E Ld : s s t}, 
sd, = -(us: + V) 
and 
(Z”, Sd) = &(Z”, S”). 
Then 
(a) (Zd, Sd) is a version of (Z, S) (or wide sense version, or version with respect 
to w); 
(b) (Z”, Sd ) is periodically stationary with period d and Sd is Ld-valued; 
(c) V is uniformly distributed on [0, d) and independent of (Z”, Sd); 
(d) conditionally on (Z’, S), -Sd, is uniformly distributed on {d, 2d, . . . , S;}; 
(e) for f E .A+ it holds that 
E[f(zd, Sd)]=+ ‘fd f(&,(z", so)) ; 
k=l 1 
(f) for ka0, 
P(S,d = kd) =;I’($> kd), 
and for ks 1, 
P(Sd, = -kd) =%‘($a kd); 
m 
(g) the conditional distribution of (Z’, S’) given Sd, = -kd is the same as that of 
(Z”, So) given Sy > kd; 
(h) the conditional distribution of (Z’, S’) given S,” = kd is the same as that of 
(Z’, So) given Sy > kd ; 
(i) the conditional distribution of (Z”, Sd) given ST!, = -kd is the same as that of 
&d ( Z”, So) @kl $2 kd; 
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(j) the conditional distribution of (Z”, S”) given S,” = kd is the same as that of 
Bsy_kd(Zo, So) given St> kd; 
(k) there exists a periodically stationary version of (2, S) with period d and with 
LC1 valued regeneration times if and only if m < 00; 
(1) that version is distributionally unique. 0 
Finally, consider a discrete time process (Z,): on a general state space (E, 8). 
Let S be integer-valued. The above regeneration concepts have an immediate discrete 
time version and so has Theorem 6. In order to establish this either repeat the 
previous arguments with the appropriate discrete time modifications or extend (Z,): 
to continuous time and apply Theorem 6: define 2 by Z, = Zrll and note that (Z, S) 
inherits the regeneration properties of ((Z,),“, S) and has an integer period d 3 1. 
Appendix on path-measurability 
Nowadays it is more or less standard to work with processes with a Polish state 
space and D-valued paths which means that E is a complete separable metric space, 
‘8 is generated by the open sets and the paths are right-continuous with left-hand 
limits. This is general enough for most applications and restrictive enough to ensure 
nice behaviour such as existence of regular conditional distributions and measurabil- 
ity of important functionals. In this paper, however, we work in the context of 
‘path-measurability’ (the minimal property needed here) not to obscure the argu- 
ments by unnecessary topological restrictions. 
Suppose Z takes values in a subset H of E’“*W’ satisfying 
I(&+s)O%F<m EH: zeH}=H, tE[O,cO). 
Let 2’ be the smallest v-algebra on H making the projection mappings sending 
z E H to z, E E, t E [0, CO), 2Y/ %-measurable. Note that 5V is the trace of H on E’ro.W) 
where 2YtoVrn) is the ordinary product u-algebra on Ero*co’. 
By path and sequence space we mean (H, X)0 ([0, co), 621310,a?J)Ln where 93310,,, are 
the Bore1 subsets of LO, 00). By killed path and sequence space we mean the image 
of H x [0,03)” under the killing operations, (kr)os,-rui, equipped with the smallest 
a-algebra making the projection mappings measurable. 
Say that Z is path-measurable if the mapping sending 
(z, i)~ Hx[O,a) to Z,E E 
is 2’90 93to,W)/ 8 measurable. Path-measurability ensures the %X3 93&,0 ~73~~,~, 
/%@933;“,,m) measurability of the mapping taking (z, s, t) to e,(z, s), a property 
implicitly used throughout the paper. Note, by the way, that there are no analogous 
measurability complications associated with the mapping sending (z, s, t) to k,(z, s). 
Below we give sufficient topological conditions for path-measurability. 
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Proposition 1. Suppose E is topological, % is generated by the open sets and the paths 
of Z are right-continuous. If every open G c E is the union of countably many open 
sets Gj whose closure ej lies in G, then Z is path-measurable. 
Proof. Let H contain the right-continuous elements of EL’*“). We must show that 
g:(z, f)hZ1 
is 2’0 93310,,,/ g-measurable. For that purpose define 
gd : tz, t, nz[t],+d > 
where [ tld = sup{s E Ld : s s t}, and note that 
(z, t) TS (z, [ t]d + d) is %@ %?3,0,,,/ 20 %?3Ld measurable, 
(z, t) r* z, is %‘@ 933L,, / 8 measurable, 
gd is a composition of these two mappings. 
Thus gd iS %@%c[o,coJ/ % measurable. By right-continuity gd + g pointwise as dJ0. 
Hence g is measurable by the following lemma (due to Walter Rudin, personal 
communication). 0 
Lemma 1. Suppose E is topological, ‘8 is generated by the open sets, fk are measurable 
mappings from some measurable space (K, X) into (E, ‘8) and fk + f pointwise as 
k + 00. If every open G c_ E is the union of countably many open sets G, whose closure 
c?, lies in G, then f is measurable. 
Proof. We must show that f-‘(G) E X for open G c E. This follows from: 
xEf-‘(G) e f(x)EG 3 3j: f(x)E G, 
0 4 
3j:f(x)EGj C= 3j, n: fk(x)EGj,ksn 
e 3j, n: xEfi’(Gj), kan 
ti 3j, n:xE n f;‘(Gj) 
!i=n 
@ xeu n fk’(G,). 0 
.,,n k-m 
The conditions for path-measurability in Proposition 1 cover the case of a Polish 
state space and D-valued paths and, more generally, processes with a separable 
metric state space and right-continuous paths. In order to see this recall that 
separability of a metric space is equivalent to second countability (i.e., every open 
cover has a countable subcover); if G is open we can cover it by open balls whose 
closure lies in G and since G is second countable as a subspace of E we can cover 
it by countably many of these balls. 
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Correction. The author would like to use this opportunity to correct a mistake in 
his (1983) paper. The basic condition that ‘2 is a measurable process’ should be 
replaced by ‘2 is path-measurable’. This is needed for example to deduce (1.6) 
from (1.4). This mistake is repeated in Remark 6.2 and 6.4 of the (1988) paper. 
Many thanks to Mikhail Svertchkov, Walter Rudin and Roland0 Rebolledo for their 
help in straightening this out. 
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